
HOWARD STRAUS .
On Naturalised Sum Reversal of Cancer . 
Reflecting with contemporary luminaries Upon the Nutrition Based Real Time Remedy Faithfu!y 
Preserved by the a! Time Pioneer of Natural Cancer Eradication through nutritive therapy , the 
Late Dr . Max Gerson .  

Could you impart to our Readers, precisely, ‘ Who ’ as a Whole Sum of a Person , was Dr . Max Ger-
son  ? Where did he obtain his Physicianship under the Hippocratic Oath, under what circumstances 
did he come upon its obtainment, What compe!ed his advancement beyond the conventions of his 
times and that of our own , What did his pursuits entail, and under Which historical impressions 
did his legacy carry itself to the thresholds of our times, and to Which final detritus do you See his 
Discoveries to be Moving , and Why  ? 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

THE LIFE AND DISCOVERIES OF DR . MAX GERSON , GERMANY , EARLY 1900’S . 
Dr. Gerson was a quiet, unassuming, yet quite bri!iant medical scientist whose mind always probed for the 
truth, wherever the facts might lead him.  He was not put off his quest by financial considerations, or politi-
cal realities, or any other influence that might have led him astray as they have so many other physicians .  
He was raised as a relatively conservative, but not orthodox, Jew in a Germany where that was never a 
popular condition in the eyes of the general population . Dr. Gerson studied medicine at several of the leading 
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universities in Germany, which, at the time were synonymous with the leading medical universities in the 
world: the Universities of Freiburg, Würzburg, Breslau (Wroc¬ław) and Berlin, as was the custom .  

Students were encouraged to find the top professors in each given subject they chose to study, and go to their 
university to learn *om the masters.  Gerson got his MD in 1906, a+er a course of study in a university sys-
tem that was acknowledged to be the finest in the world at the time .  When Gerson was in Gymnasium, he 
exhibited such a bri!iant mind for mathematics that several of Germany’s leading mathematicians urged his 
teacher to see to it that he pursued a career in mathematics.  However, his family’s research showed that in 
that field, Jews seldom achieved a rank higher than high-school teacher, hardly worthy of a bri!iant 
mathematical mind.  

Thus he began his studies in medicine, a field where Jews had exce!ed and prospered a! across the known 
world, and one in which he had a natural curiosity and interest . During his university years, and even for 
some time before that, Gerson’s health status ( he had nearly died of typhus ) caused him to suffer terribly 
*om excruciating migraines .  

These migraines forced him to spend three days at a time motionless in a darkened room if he was to tolerate 
the pain.  Of course, his professors knew no more about migraine than we know today, and could not help 
him.  He determined that he would find the answer, or die trying .  In the course of his extensive research, he 
found mention of a physician who had perhaps changed the course of a patient’s migraine through dietary 
change.  Using his own body as a test tube, Gerson devised an elimination diet that eventua!y yielded dietary 
prohibitions and necessities that would keep him *ee of migraines.  That was the beginning of the Gerson 
Therapy .

Gerson’s pursuits were those of the meticulous, keenly observant scientist of unshakeable integrity, with faith 
in his careful experiments and results that could not be doubted, even under the most stringent criticism.  
Once he had his first three successes (out of three tries) with cancer, he knew that he had something to add to 
the cancer question, and spent every moment that he could exploring and absorbing the medical literature for 
the thoughts and theories of the top researchers of the time.     Dr. Gerson’s legacy is one of solid research, rock-
solid integrity, kindness and generosity to his patients, empathy and a deep desire to relieve suffering and heal 
disease, and writings that were, and sti! are, decades ahead of anything that even approaches his thinking.  
His basic premise was, “Unless we get to the root cause of cancer, we wi! never succeed in reversing it.”  This, 
unfortunately, is also the premise of the money-driven cancer industry today, except that, instead of using 
that premise to drive their research, they see that premise as the best roadmap to avoid the underlying cause 
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of the disease, so as to preserve an endless and bountiful source of money and power, and even darker motives 
.There are two possible outcomes of the cancer problem : ( 1  ) medicine wi! adopt Gerson’s methods, or some 
similar metabolic solution for chronic, degenerative disease, or (  2  ) a!opathic medicine wi! keep looking for 
solutions in a! the wrong places (intentiona!y), prolonging the suffering and cash flow generated by the dis-
ease indefinitely.  

Course (  1   ) wi! result in the immediate reduction of the medical bi! in the United States by 50% or more, 
with the concomitant idling of pharmaceutical physicians, manufacturers, medical equipment manufactur-
ers, cancer centers, food processors, etc., litera!y tri!ions of do!ars worth of commerce annua!y.  Course ( 2 ) 
wi! result in cancer becoming nearly universal ( it already strikes one in 2.3 Americans, and incidence is ris-
ing), imposing such a social and financial burden on our country that either the medical system wi! co!apse, 
or the country wi! no longer be viable.  Course ( 2  ) wi! be pursued by money-driven medicine and the 
pharmaceutical industry until they are forced to change by a revolution or universal resistance of the popu-
lation, at which time an entirely new medical or health paradigm wi! be formed.  It won’t come easy, though, 
as the opposition to that course of action is the largest and most profitable industry on the planet, bar none .

  As you mention, Dr.   Max 
Gerson le! Germany as a 
Professional and Thriving 
Expert Physician on the on-
set of the Second World War 
on account of the growing 
anti-semitism   ( which 
combined with anti-
inte%ectualism ) — had 
created some tremendous 
ordeals far transcending 

the practical Truth of Healing , Medicine, and 
Professional Medical Sciences . 
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I’m a*aid it was much simpler than that.  He was on the train to Vienna on April 1, 1933, the first day that 
Jews were being pu!ed off trains and sent to concentration camps.  Through a complete coincidence ( if you 
believe in them ), he was not pu!ed off the train, but witnessed his fe!ow Jews being beaten by SS troops and 
thrown into trucks without their lu/age.  He never went back to Germany, extracted his family, and began 
his diaspora.  The rest of his large family, almost to the last person, perished in the camps .

A JOURNEY OF TRANSFORMATIONS , THROUGH THE DRAMA OF THE TIMES . 

Of course, much has been written about the plights of Jewish minorities, inte!ectuals, Germans and Non-
Germans alike , so-ca!ed   “ Aryans ” and so-ca!ed  “ Persons of  ‘ Non-Aryan ’ Descent ”  during the problem-
atic and hysterical developments of the late 1920’s ti! the end of the Second World War. A hysteria that was 
inflamed by irrational behavior, pseudoscience , abuse of the Independent or Autonomous Natural Sciences  
and Arts,  appealing to scapegoats and crass instincts , to treasons and lies of every kind. It is as though every-
thing Real was inverted and falsified into the Unreal and Surreal to accommodate the blind lusts of some as 
we! as many . The tendency to produce subjective generalizations without attributing them to Objective 
Reasoning, to strip down and dumb down the Natural Integration of Ideas to their Rational and Truthful 
Sequence and Moral Consequence, and to numb the human conscience by inflaming it with susceptible preju-
dices and false premises . A+er my treatment with poisons to treat cancer, I was even more deeply impressed 
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b. any disease characterized by 
such growths. 2.any evil condi-
tion or thing that spreads de-
structively; blight.
 



by the ancient understanding that a! powerful natural substances hold the capacity to harm or heal. Every-
thing depends upon the dosage .

It was much simpler than that.  Although the above is true, the motivation behind it was the genocide that 
Hitler achieved .  He got his genocidal ideas *om the Rockefe!er Foundation for Medical Research, which 
employed in its laboratory for years Nobel Laureate Dr. Alexis Carrel, the world ’s leading theorist in eugen-
ics, the science of selective cu!ing of populations to eliminate undesirable racial or genetic characteristics ( in 
other words, “ they don’t look like me ” ).  Superimposed on that was Hitler’s probably correct supposition 
that the man who impregnated his mother, a Jewish doctor, who then threw her out and denied his 
paternity.  This le+ Hitler with a simmering hatred of Jews that just matured over the years, and eventua!y 
flowered in the fertile subconscious of the German religiously-influenced mind ( think the annual Oberam-
mergau Passion Play, and The Passion According to St. John of J. S. Bach ) to an entire population wi!ing to 
purge itself of a hated religious minority .

THE HISTORICAL BLIGHTS AND TENDENCIES AND OTHER “ CARCINOGENIC ” 
INCLINATIONS INHERENT IN THE SOCIAL CONDITIONS  . 

Yet, even during that time period, a rare and inspired 
symbol of what in our modern world seems to be 
greatly in wanting in quality and quantity  - particu-
larly Anglo-American A!opathic cocktail “ Medi-
cine ”, “ Education ” , “ Government ” , and “ Law ” 
et cetera   : True Professional Integrity before lies and 
fabrications was famously championed in the 
realm of thoughts by, for example,  the late J.R.R. 
Tolkien, who was actua!y asked to endorse the 

“Aryan ” fabrications of the Nazi project and who proceeded to re-
spond  —-  :  

“ But if I am to understand that you are enquiring whether I am of Jewish origin, I can only re-
ply that I regret that I appear to have no ancestors of that gifted people. My great-great-
grandfather came to England in the eighteenth century from Germany: the main part of my de-
scent is therefore purely English, and I am an English subject—which should be sufficient . 

I have been accustomed, nonetheless, to regard my German name with pride, and continued to 
do so throughout the period of the late regrettable war, in which I served in the English army . 
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I cannot, however, forbear to comment that if impertinent and irrelevant inquiries of this sort 
are to become the rule in matters of literature, then the time is not far distant when a German 
name will no longer be a source of pride . ”  ( Tolkien ) 

Of course, as we a! know, the doctrinal policies of Adolf Hitler, asides *om being severely irrational, unsci-
entific , and murderously misguided, was in addition to those desultory universal credentials known for hav-
ing exploited — at times —- against the Wi! and under the threat of persecution - the  Scientific minds of 
the time —- the forced capitulation of Knowledge produced  for the pursuits of blind militarism which even-
tua!y brought the world into a co!ective craze .  History has vindicated to us in Writing, that ironica!y, 
Hitler’s own Doctor —- Doctor Morre! was himself a fu!y credentia!ed and doctored quack who prepared 
elixirs that combined a cocktail of things ranging *om caffeine, human semen, amphetamine , cocaine and 
other named and unnamed ingredients to customize an agitated and insane conconction that Hitler ingested 
before delivering some of his hysterical speeches . 

There is an interesting side-note here .  One of Gerson’s first admirers was the hugely ambitious and unethical 
Dr. Ferdinand Sauerbruch , one of Europe’s top thoracic surgeons for half a century .  Sauerbruch was very 
political, and eventua!y became a medical consultant to Hitler a+er he was appointed to the second chair in 
surgery at the University of Berlin . 

He took part in medical “ experiments ” in concentration camps, for which he was eventua!y tried and con-
victed by war crimes tribunals .  Hitler had lingering digestive problems *om his days as a W.W.I prisoner 
of war, and it is we!-known that he was a teetotaler, vegetarian and nonsmoker.  What is not we!-known 
was that, under Sauerbruch’s tutelage, he employed the Gerson Therapy, the de facto standard for a! im-
mune dysfunctions in pre-war Germany, which is what led to the uncharacteristica!y Spartan lifestyle he 
led.  Dr. Gerson was highly conflicted about that fact, and never made up his mind whether to be proud or 
disgusted with that knowledge .

THE LIE , THE TRUTH , AND THE SACRED CHOICE INHERENT TO HUMAN NATURE .
It appears as though companies like Pfizer in our very own times, continue to be brought to Trial for Records 
of similar malicious productions —- whose venom has propagated much of America’s and Europe’s popula-
tions - and who are presently being sued for over 4 . 3 bi!ion do!ars . Pfizer has been repeatedly fined im-
mense amounts for criminal offenses, and wi! no doubt be again.  The reason is, despite the fact that the of-
fenses are deemed criminal acts, nobody, but nobody has been imprisoned, despite the lethal consequences of 
this clearly criminal behavior.  Thus the fines just become a cost of doing business, and never outweigh the 
immense profits they make . Joseph Goebbels, the Nazi era propagandist once stated himself,  “ If you te! a lie 
big enough and keep repeating it, people wi! eventua!y come to believe it .” As you know, during Operation 
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Paperclip a+er the War ended, America actua!y imported over a thousand Nazi Scientists —- and adopted 
many of the very same policies of the Nazi regime under the pretense of Scientific Advancements . These in-
cluded the nefarious use of Pharmaceuticals, the notorious Military Industrial Complex, the Frauds and 
Banksters many of whom worked to build the War Economy of the Nazis, and indeed, to whose existence 
several American Presidents have attempted to inform the American Public - such as Eisenhower and      
others . What does such historical anecdotes te! us —- in historical, sociological, and phenomenal terms —- 
about how Science has been used  in the past few hundred years —- or abused at large in a broader sense  ?

It te!s us that almost everyone has a price, almost anyone wi! do almost anything to another human being if 
the reward is great enough, or if the consequences are easily enough escaped .  It te!s us that the human condi-
tion is such that such people wi! rise to the top echelons of industry and government simply because they are 
wi!ing to violate any and a! norms of human relationships.  It is not Science that has been abused; it is the 
scientists who have sold out their souls for a few [tri!ion] coppers.  In general, though, it is not scientists, be-
cause by and large, scientists are on a quest for truth .  It is particularly the medical scientists (an important 
distinction) whose work is tota!y corrupted and misused by Big Pharma in league with various nation and 
world governments on a grand scale for whatever nefarious purposes (genocide, population control, destruc-
tion of health, mind-control, etc.), who are the real culprits here .  

And in terms of particulars, to what extent does it historica!y go to show that suppression of Truth having 
had been a policy and those adopting that Policy in the public domain themselves had been inclined to the 
production of Non-Truth  ? I could go on for pages just listing the instances of lies, half-truths, suppressed 
studies, fabricated data, corrupted journals, bogus journals, crooked medical researchers, etc.  A brief search 
of the Internet wi! yield you many such instances.  Here are a few search terms that wi! yield particularly 
rich returns along the lines I su/est above:   1 . “ Marcia Ange! is academic medicine for sale ”  2 . “  Death by 
medicine Carolyn Dean Gary Nu! ” 3 . “ Kreesten Madsen Aarhus autism study *aud ”  4  .“ H1N1 pan-
demic *aud WHO ” 5 . “Baxter International avian flu contaminated vaccine” 6 . “ Harvard University 
suppressed fluoride osteosarcoma link Chester Douglass ”  7 . “ Elsevier Lancet published six fake journals  ” .

What can American and Universal Peoples of the Nations do at present to reverse the tide of this program-
ming  ? The only thing that is possible is to reject the lethal and dangerous drugs, GMOs and vaccines that 
our governments and pharmaceutical companies are trying to foist upon us.  If we refuse to take their poison, 
drink their Kool-Aid ( a la Jamestown, Guyana ), accept their deadly vaccines, eat GMO foods, and insist 
on clean, healthy nourishing foodstuffs rather than “ phude ”  as one writer ca!s the industrial, processed, 
empty, high-calorie, toxic material we are being given to eat, then they wi! simply co!apse.  They cannot suc-
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ceed, prosper, or even survive, unless we go along with them, buy their poison, consume it, become sick, then 
go get more poison to treat the i!ness .  That way is madness .

And where does the works of the good Dr. Max Gerson - 
who In Fact Cured Cancer Patients - stand in historical , 
conceptual, material, and practical relation to the past, pre  
sent - And Future ?
Dr. Gerson’s thinking is as current today as it was half a century ago, and as far ahead of the 
intentiona!y crippled thinking that passes for medical science today, as it ever was.  It is 
anathema to the profit-oriented a!opathic medical world, and flies in the face of the New 
World Order ( NWO ) depopulation and power agenda . 

Thus, it cannot be accepted without severe disruption to the “ way things are ” .  Yet, if it is 
not accepted, and the NWO succeeds in getting us to drink their poisoned Kool-Aid, civiliza-
tion as we know it on the face of our planet is destined for extermination and slavery but for 
the few bi!ionaires driving the whole process .
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DIRECT AND UNIVERSAL INSIGHTS INTO THE NATURE & NURTURE OF ‘ CANCER ’ . 

What Exactly Is ‘ Cancer ’  ? I have written a paper on this subject and submitted it to Al-
ternative Therapies in Health and Medicine, a peer-reviewed alternative medical journal . 
Cancer is simply an expression of our own ce!s, being created and coming into being in an en-
vironment so poisoned and deranged by our poor lifestyle choices and our industrial food sys-
tem that they cannot survive in a healthy normal state .  Yet, our DNA is so flexible that 
some, not many, but enough, some ce!s wi! survive these he!ish conditions and find a way to 
survive. They cannot get enough oxygen, so they find a way to create energy anaerobica!y, 
using fermentation .  Those are cancer ce!s . When our blood stream is able to carry oxygen 
again, normal metabolism can resume, and the cancer ce!s are attacked, destroyed and elimi-
nated by our own good, strong natural processes.  There is more, of course, but since Gerson 
practitioners and Gerson himself have been reversing advanced cancer for over ¾ of a cen-
tury, you must believe that we understand the nature and cure for the errant life process .To 
know the Nature of the Cure , do we not need to Learn about the Nature of the Dis-
ease  ? Of course.  This does not stop the opposition, of course, which continues to treat the disease 
like a local infection, with expectable results.  The definition of insanity is doing the same thing, over 
and over, and expecting a different result.  That is what a!opathic, money-driven medicine does, and 
the results show it.  A! too o+en, that which they apply for a hoped-for “cure” is carcinogenic in its 
own right.  Radiation? (Remember Hiroshima? Nagasaki? We’ve known for over 60 years that ra-
diation causes cancer!)  Chemotherapy?  Study a+er study has shown that chemotherapeutic agents 
cause cancer, while having little or no effect on long-term survival.  We’ve known the causes, and 
thus the cure, of cancer for over 80 years, and been dismissed and ignored because it cannot be pat-
ented !  Nobody wi! make a fortune on Gerson Therapy.  It can be done by any housewife at home . 

FOR ALL CAUSES OF MALADIES , DOTH EXIST QUALIFIED REMEDIES AND CURES .
Kindly condone our Editorial Impertinence and the Ignorance of both ourselves and the world at large as 
we ask you a somewhat Forward Question . How ( Exactly ), in Conceptual, Material, and Natural terms 
does Dr. Max Gerson’s works produce a True and genera!y irreversible Cure of Cancer  ? There is nothing 
irreversible in life .  As long as you constructed cancer once, you can construct it again, given the right ( or 
precisely the wrong ) nutritional input .  But if you remain relatively reasonable in your nutritional hygiene, 
you wi! never contract cancer again .  The reason is that the Gerson Therapy restores the immune system to 
its optimal levels .  When the immune system functions on a! its cylinders, as it were, cancer cannot survive, 
and the immune system wi! attack it immediately and very effectively.  It is only when the immune system 
has co!apsed in a! its particular parts and systems that cancer can arise and continue .  
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It is our goal to restore the immune system, particularly its seat, the liver, to optimal function .  Dr. Gerson 
never pretended to know how to cure cancer: he knew how to restore the immune system, which then took 
care of business powerfu!y, quickly, completely .  “ When anything heals, everything heals .”  You cannot cure 
arthritis without also curing cancer .  You cannot cure fibromyalgia and keep your schizophrenia .  You can-
not cure diabetes and keep your drug addiction.  There is no such thing as selective healing . Utilizing the 
Scientific Method, *om Hypothesis to a Conclusion, the Greatest Proof is an Experiment. Is Dr . Max Ger-
son’s therapeutic effects not entirely effable, comprehensive, and demonstrative of a total Cure ? Of course .  
Gerson’s entire clinical life was one long and very successful clinical experiment, as he was constantly blazing 
new trails .  If a substance or method worked, it was retained.  If not, it was analyzed for the reasons, and 
discarded .  Thus, the therapy was developed empirica!y, not theoretica!y, but with a deep understanding of 
the scientific underpinnings of its functioning . Could you Name for Us some famous Persons, if there ever has 
been any, who have recovered under the methods prescribed by Dr . Max Gerson  ? Prof. Albert Schweitzer, 
MD, Nobel Laureate (type II diabetes) , Mrs. Helene Schweitzer, lung tuberculosis , Rhena Schweitzer 
[Mi!er], rare, unnamed ulcerating skin disease , Chance!or Engelbert Do!fuss (Austria), later assassinated 
by Nazi sympathizers , Anthony Quinn, actor,  Joseph Szigeti, virtuoso violinist. Philippe Jean Bunau-
Vari!a, Suez Canal engineer, Emissary Plenipotentiary to the United States who negotiated the Panama 
Canal treaty, tuberculosis. Raymond Gram Swing, Radio Commentator (one of America’s top radio com-
mentators), Prof. Irving Fisher, Economist, Yale University, Tuberculosis (at the time, America’s leading 
economist), Prof. Yoshihiko Hoshino, MD, Fukushima Medical University.  Colon cancer spread to liver, 
alive and we! 18 years later. Wi!iam Schickel, outstanding American church architect and stained glass art-
ist, lympho-sarcoma, alive and we! 60  years later , Jay Kordich ( “ The Juiceman ” ), bladder cancer, alive 
and we! 62 years later. Charlotte Gerson, bone tuberculosis, 1934.  Alive and we! 76 years later .

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
!
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AN ENDURING AND SAPIENT LEGACY OF GIFTED CHARITY AND ENDOWMENTS  .

  
Who was Charlotte Gerson - and what were her   7
   contributions to the Max Gerson Research 77
       and Development Agenda  ? 

  
To the best of my knowledge, my mother,  Charlotte Gerson, is alive and we! (or was earlier today), so you 
may strike the “was” *om the question .  She is 88 years old, and has the vitality and energy of a healthy 30-
year-old .   I am about to publish her third book (in about 3 weeks).  Her second book, Healing the Gerson 
Way, is now published in six languages besides English, and by year-end, five more languages wi! join that 
group.  She has kept the Gerson Therapy alive and current as a clinical treatment for the past 35 years or so, 
teaching, lecturing, administering, educating, writing, making films, etc.  Thus, it is not a dusty historical 
oddity, but a functioning, life-saving therapy in daily use on several continents.  She founded the Gerson In-
stitute ( www.gerson.org  ) 32 years ago, and continues to lecture to this day.  She appears (o+en with me) on 
radio interviews, documentaries, television programs, etc.  She drives to Mexico weekly to make rounds at 
the Gerson clinic there, educate and meet patients, and have lunch with them.  She is also in exce!ent health .  
And for that matter Sir, who are You in relation to the Gerson Legacies  ?  I am Dr. Gerson’s grandson and 
biographer, Charlotte Gerson [Straus]’s son, and President of Cancer Research We!ness Institute ( www. 
cancer-research.net ).  I am also publisher of Charlotte Gerson’s books, and my own biography of Dr. Gerson, 
ca!ed Dr. Max Gerson: Healing the Hopeless.  I am responsible for getting the information to as many peo-
ple around the world as is possible.  I lived with my grandparents Gerson for several years in my elementary 
school days, as they lived close to the Waldorf School I attended in New York City.  My biography has been 
published in German, and is now being translated into Japanese .  I lecture around the world on the Gerson 
Therapy, especia!y in Asia, as Charlotte finds it too strenuous to travel there, and my sister, Margaret, who 
lives in Milan, takes care of Europe.  My company Totality Books, aka Gerson Health Media ( www. ger-
sonmedia . com ), publishes and se!s literature and media relevant to the Gerson Therapy.  I have a degree in 
nuclear physics *om Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Sc.B., 1964), and have published articles rele-
vant to Gerson Therapy in the Journal of Orthomolecular Medicine, Scienza e Conoscenza, BR Interna-
tional, Elohim, and others.  For nearly ten years, I contributed many articles to, and was the Editor-in-Chief 
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of the Gerson Healing Newsletter, the membership organ of the Gerson Institute.  I started a Gerson Therapy 
clinic in Sedona Arizona about a dozen years ago, though it was quickly attacked by the medical powers .   

I also appeared in and was technical consultant for three Gerson documentaries by Stephen Kroschel, one of 
which won Best Picture at the 2004 Beverly Hi!s Film Festival.  Before I began working in this field, I had 
a 40-year career in computer systems engineering as a so+ware engineer.  At some point, I sha! carry on my 
mother’s work, and my grandfather’s . 

THE PRICE OF CURE AND THE VALUE OF HEALING .

How has Dr . Max Gerson’s works been adopted —- and to what extent is it thus far fo!owed in the world 
at large? What is the next, developmental context, for internationalizing, broadening, and developing the 
Gerson Therapy Methods ? And what is the present direction of its impetus ? Dr. Gerson’s work has been so 
long suppressed by a!opathic medicine that acceptance now would be a tacit admission that it was actively 
ignored for 80 years, during which time tens of mi!ions of people have died agonizing and expensive deaths.  
Therefore, it is unlikely that the medical world wi! adopt his methods, and more likely that they wi! fight 
it tooth and nail, or risk the wrath of a population that for too long has been their unwitting victims.  The 
adoption has genera!y been by individuals wi!ing to undertake a long and arduous process, ridiculed by 
their physicians, pressured by family and genera!y alone.  

These hardy souls o+en find relief and recovery, and *om time to time, take Gerson materials back to their 
home countries to publish and spread the word.  It is the healed patients who wi! publicize the Therapy the 
best, since bi!ions of do!ars in advertising revenue have effectively silenced the mass media in the US on the 
subject.  Tri!ions of do!ars of industrial revenue and the associated power are constantly on the alert for 
anything that might escape the media blackout.  The industries that would be most affected move against 
such leaks ruthlessly and completely disregarding truth or reason .  The result is the cancer epidemic that we 
see in our societies in industrial countries, and increasingly in developing countries.  But it cannot continue.  
It is important to each generation of the opposition, however, that the dawning of awareness not happen on 
their watch.

Over the course of the 50+ years since Dr. Gerson’s passing (under suspicious circumstances, by the way ), 
300,000 of his book, A Cancer Therapy: Results of 50 Cases, have been sold in several languages, tens of thou-
sands of Charlotte Gerson’s first book have been sold, and tens of thousands of her second book, Healing the 
Gerson Way, have been sold.  That is how the therapy wi! be accepted.  It is gaining acceptance in Japan, 
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where I go to lecture annua!y, and is very we!-known there. I sha! continue to publish books and films on 
the subject, get them translated, and lecture wherever I am invited, anywhere in the world .

CONCEIVING A PHILOSOPHY OF LIVING .   What is Your Philosophy of Living ? 

My philosophy of living is tied to my understanding of, and faith in the Indian concept of Karma.  Thus, I 
am confident that whatever I do wi! come back to me eventua!y, so it behooves me to serve my fe!ow man, 
a!eviate suffering, give hope and help heal disease when possible.  I am honest, in that I don’t believe that 
giving false hope where we cannot help is useful as a short or long-term strategy for me or for a patient.  I 
have, therefore I share.  I strive daily to be worthy of Dr. Gerson’s praise.  I strive daily to repay my incredi-
ble mother for the immense effort she expended in raising me and keeping me healthy in the midst of a! the 
atrocities being visited upon us by our government and corporations . I try to be the strongest of right arms 
in the pursuit of Charlotte Gerson’s, and Max Gerson’s goals .  In my written work, I try to emulate the liter-
ary style of Ernest Hemingway, as embodied in his monumental The Old Man and the Sea.  Thus far, it is a 
weak imitation .

About the Author  :  Howard Straus is the grandson and biographer of Dr. Max Gerson, MD, and the son of 
Charlotte Gerson.  He is a 1964 graduate of MIT ( Physics ), founded the Gerson Healing Center in Sedona, 
Arizona, and founded Cancer Research We!ness Institute, a non-profit educational agency.  He lectures 
around the world on the Gerson Therapy and o+en appears on radio and Internet interviews.  His wife re-
covered *om her third occurrence of cancer using the Gerson Therapy during their engagement and wedding 

21 years ago .   F I N I S 
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In 1958, based on thirty years of clinical experimentation, Dr. Max Gerson 
published this medical monograph. This is the most complete book on the Ger-
son Therapy. Dr. Gerson (1881-1959), who developed the Gerson Therapy, 
explains how the treatment reactivates the body's healing mechanisms in 
chronic degenerative diseases. The book incorporates extensive explanation of 
the theory with scientific research and the exact practice of the therapy, as 
we! as a presentation of fi+y documented case histories. Also included is a 
modified version of the Gerson Therapy for use with nonmalignant diseases 
or preventative purposes. 

!! !
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A Universal Survey . 
Our Universal Gazette of Letters thoroughly Surveys the Pantheon of Literatures, Arts, 
Traditional/Folk/Classical Musical branches, Luminous Offers in Fiction, Non-Fiction, Phi-
losophy, and Integral Spirituality, spanning across - aptly - a! ahistorical and transcendent 
genres of human Cultures, and sublime Consciousness . We welcome our Readers to intimate 
Solicitude, depths of Reflections, and probing Investigations in the inmost depth of this " One 
Precious Life ” . 
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